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VASO fMRI has been shown to provide benefits compared to the commonly used BOLD
contrast. Previous work has also shown the benefits of using spiral readouts compared to
Cartesian ones.

In this work, we explore the benefits of 3D stack of spirals readouts for VASO and compare it
with the current state of the art 3D EPI readouts for VASO fMRI. The sequence
implementation is done using Pulseq, images were reconstructed using gpuNUFFT; functional
analysis with an openly available pipeline. We find that a tSNR efficiency improvement of a
factor of 3 over EPI is achieved using the proposed spiral implementation.
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Introduction
It has previously been shown that fMRI methods that measure cerebral blood volume , such as VAscular

Occupancy (VASO) [1] can outperform the most commonly used BOLD techniques; this is especially the

case at ultra-high fields and at a high spatial resolution (<1.5 mm) [2]. Some of the main limitations of

VASO are BOLD contamination (which affects the VASO contrast), limited volume coverage and temporal

sampling efficiency. For the BOLD contamination, it has been shown that a BOLD-corrected VASO image

can be obtained [3]. To overcome the limitations set by low spatial coverage and temporal sampling

efficiency, previous work has suggested combining the efficiency of spiral k-space sampling with

simultaneous multi-slice acquisitions [4].

The purpose of this study is to combine the benefits of 3D acquisitions and the efficiency of spiral

readouts to obtain VASO images at sub-second TR. This is possible using a 3D stack of spirals (SOSP)

readout which has previously been advocated as an efficient framework for BOLD  fMRI [5]. Here, we

demonstrate that fMRI with VASO contrast can be obtained using SOSPs, allowing for shorter echo times

to improve temporal SNR and reduce acquisition time.

Methods
A 3D stack of spirals SS-SI VASO method was implemented using Pulseq [6], a framework that allows for

rapid prototyping and implementation of sequences in the scanner. For BOLD contaminations correction,

a BOLD weighted image was acquired right after the VASO one [2]. The VASO specific inversion was

implemented by means of a 10 ms TR-FOCI pulse applied 900 ms before the first excitation pulse of the

spiral-out readout module. The sequence diagram used in this work is shown in Figure 1. To confirm the

stability of the novel sequence setup, a healthy volunteer was scanned using a 7T Siemens scanner,

SIEMENS Healthineers while performing a motor task (block-design). Two different scenarios were tested:

1) low-resolution with parameters of 1.4x1.4x1 mm3, 24 slices, TRvol=767 ms, TE=2.5 ms, TI1=1283 ms

with in-plane acceleration of 2.2 and 2) high-resolution: 0.9x0.9x1.0 mm3, 24 slices, TRvol=1381 ms,

TE=2.5 ms, TI1=1590 ms with in-plane acceleration of 2.2. As a reference, a Cartesian 3D EPI [8] VASO

was acquired with the same task and spatial resolution. The desired voxel size, coverage, inversion delay

and acceleration was matched to the protocols of SOSPs. In order to (partly) account for the lower

sampling efficiency of the Cartesian readout compared to spirals, partial Fourier imaging of 6/8s was used.

The TE and TR of the Cartesian readout were kept as short as possible with TR vol/TE =2319/20 ms (for

low resolutions) and TR av/TE =3400/36 ms (for high resolutions), respectively. The image reconstruction

was performed using the open-source software gpuNUFFT [7] and a CG Sense reconstruction. For

functional analysis, the openly available VASO pipeline [https://github.com/layerfMRI] consisting of Motion



correction, BOLD correction and conventional quality measures (tSNR, mean, GLM statistics) was used to

analyze both the SOPs and 3D-EPI acquisitions.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows different quality metrics of the low-resolution SOSPs data. Figures 3 and 4 show the

activation maps obtained from the low and high-resolution acquisitions respectively. Figure 5 shows that

for both low and high-resolution acquisitions a higher tSNR efficiency can be obtained with the proposed

implementation. Especially in the thermal noise dominated regime of the high-resolution VASO, the spiral

approach outperforms the Cartesian sampling by a factor of 3. This is expected, as from cumulative gains

of improved signal sampling, including shorter echo times with reduced T2*-decay and faster sampling

with more images per unit of time. Without full integration of off-resonance correction in the spiral

reconstruction scheme, the signal appears blurrier in the SOSPs compared to the Cartesian 3D EPI. Note

however that this form of blurring refers to the signal only, not the noise. Thus, we do not expect that the

tSNR estimates presented here are affected by this.

Summary and Conclusion

In this work, we have shown that a fast implementation of a VASO fMRI with a 3D stack of spirals readout

can be achieved using Pulseq. The preliminary results indicate that with the current implementation

activation maps can be obtained at sub-second TR with considerable high tSNR. The application of

off-resonance correction will further improve image quality. Even though spiral sampling allows for flexible

acquisitions of fMRI data, the reconstruction is more challenging compared to conventional Cartesian

sampling. Further work will focus on correcting for the B0 field inhomogeneities, optimizing the spiral

trajectory, implementing acceleration in the kz direction, and reconstruction speed up. With this, we

expect to be able to observe all the benefits of combining the efficiency of spirals and 3D acquisitions

applied to VASO fMRI. We believe that the developed acquisition and analysis tools will be useful tools for

future mesoscopic fMRI experiments at UHF, including the human 9.4T and 11.7T scanners available to

this project
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Figures

Figure 1: Sequence diagram of high-resolution acquisitions:

Upper: sequence diagram of high-resolution SOSP acquisition. A TR-FOCI inversion pulse is applied, 900

ms before the excitation of the first volume. A BOLD weighted volume is obtained after the VASO one for

further BOLD correction. Middle: sequence diagram of high-resolution 3D Cartesian acquisition. Lower:

Expected evolution of z-magnetization of once inverted blood and of Gray Matter. The acquisition of the

center of the k-space is performed at the blood nulling point.



Figure 2: Basic image quality metrics of representative SOSP results: tSNR, image SNR and mean fMRI

signal.

tSNR values clearly above 30 suggest that even with relatively high spatial resolutions of 1.4x1.4x1mm3,

the data are still not fully in the thermal noise dominated regime. The temporal mean image shows the

characteristic  T1 weighting of VASO, as expected. Note, that unlike conventional fMRI data, the short TEs

of spiral acquisitions result in a relatively strong fat ring around the brain.



Figure 3: Activation maps, VASO and BOLD signal of low-resolution stack of spirals:

White and blue blocks represent resting and task blocks, the expected behaviour is observed, during task

blocks the VASO signal is inverted with respect to the BOLD changesThe representative results shown

here highlight the high functional detection sensitivity of the implemented sampling approach. Three 30sec

task blocks are sufficient to capture significant CBV changes in the cortex at 1.4x1.4x1mm3 resolution.



Fig4: Activation maps of the high-resolution stack of spirals acquisition at 0.9x0.9x1.0 mm3.

Activation maps were also obtained with the high-resolution acquisition



Fig5: tSNR efficiency comparison spiral and Cartesian of Low resolution and high-resolution data: spiral

high-resolution VASO is about 3 times improved compared to Cartesian.

A higher tSNR efficiency is obtained using spiral readouts compared to Cartesian EPI. The values in the

inset refer to the ROI of GM in the primary motor cortex (see ROI inset).


